GATES OF THE HEAVENLY PARADISE I
There is one aspect that is reversed pertaining to the Celestial Gates theory. The Golden Gate in Jerusalem corresponds to the positon that the Silver Gate would be. However, this Gate Template theory can be also seen as a mirror of itself and a direct complement to each Gate. Thus the Orion
correlation would match as other studies suggest that the Earthly Jerusalem is patterned also to that of the Heavenly Jerusalem with its Gates and the constellation of Orion in particular, etc. See the study entitled The Gates of Orion. However, the Golden Gate correspondence that is associated
with Ophiuchus cosmologically is at the opposite end of the Old City of Jerusalem on Earth and appears to correspond to the Citadel of David. It would make senses as it is a stronghold and Ophiuchus’ disposition is that of a strongman striving.

Sacred Geometry of The Cosmic ‘Eden’

What this study suggests is that the ‘Pillars of Hercules’
are a euphemism for the corresponding celestial Sign of
Ophiuchus wherein the 2-piece Sign of Serpens are
what Ophiuchus is holding or wrestling. This typology
is suggesting that Ophiuchus is ‘Hercules’ as the 2
pieces of Serpens are the 2 ‘Pillars’. What is also unique
is that this typology is encrypted in the very coat of
arms of Spain.
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What this study also seeks to bring out is that if one also applies the phi ratio in approximation
to the 2 respective Straits of Gibraltar and Straits of Hormuz, the fulcrum centers on Jerusalem.
Also the cosmology suggests some geographical correlations as with Ophiuchus to Europe,
The Big Dipper (Bear) with Russia directly north of Israel. Then there is Hydra, the Serpent that
depicts the Serpent God, Allah which in calligraphic is written as a serpent in a tree motif. Virgo
thus corresponds the expanse of the Mediterranean sea which Mari or Mary as in the Virgo Mary
is derived from.
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